EOPS Success Rate Comparison

Introduction

In order to better understand the impact of the EOPS’ student service model on student success, a comparison was conducted between EOPS student and overall-student success rates.

Below are the findings from this comparison:

Success Rate Comparison from 05/06 to 08/09 academic year

Note: Success is defined as a grade of A,B,C, or CR at the end of the term.

Summary

While success rates are not the only indicator of student success, generally students who successfully complete courses are more likely to reach their academic goals. The chart above shows a steady increase in EOPS students’ success rates since the 05/06 academic year. Additionally, the success rate difference between EOPS students and the overall student population disappeared. These data suggests that students in the program are having greater success. Moreover considering the many obstacles EOPS students face, this lack of a difference is significant.